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The invitation to contribute to this issue of  Common Sense, in com-
memoration of  the Academy’s 20th year, was both welcome and propi-
tious. Well into the twilight of  a career in emergency medicine, it’s hard 
not to reflect on the advances we’ve made as a specialty and the new 
challenges we face. Younger readers, and presumably nearly all readers 
of  this column will be younger than the author, should know their his-
tory if  they are to confront the future with confidence, optimism, and an 
open-minded vigilance. Our specialty has made great strides, silenced 
many adversaries, and become fully integrated into the house of  medi-
cine — but we face daunting challenges, some unique to our specialty, 
but many facing medicine as a whole. My generation may be entitled to 
a modest degree of  self-congratulation at this point, and I’d like to think I 
personally deserve more credit than George Clooney, but this is no time 
for complacency.

The progress of  emergency medicine from an academic/research/
educational standpoint has been nothing less than astonishing, even 
to those of  us that helped found AAEM. I can still quote my dean, who 
refused to write a dean’s letter for me because he didn’t want “one of  my 
stronger students squandering a promising career working in the bowels 
of  the hospital populated by impaired physicians, FMGs struggling with 
visa issues, and sundry others otherwise unable to secure reputable 
positions in traditional training programs.” Today we can point to funded 
researchers, multiple peer-reviewed and widely cited journals, and a 
nearly ubiquitous training presence in medical schools. Our residencies 
are highly competitive and we now lure more than our fair share of  AOA 
graduates. While several troglodyte institutions still withhold academic 
department status from emergency medicine, capitulation is only a 
matter of  time, and our senior faculty are tenured and treated equitably 
by promotion committees. 

The quality control in our training and certification process sets an envi-
able standard that other specialties are only now, begrudgingly mirror-
ing. I would have the utmost confidence presenting myself  or a family 
member to any emergency department staffed by physicians trained in 
an EM residency and ABEM-certified. This is no small achievement. The 
care rendered in any “ER” 35 years ago, including at hospitals ranked in 
the nation’s top 10 by US News and World Report — several of  which 
I worked at in my day — would be appalling in comparison to that pro-
vided at the vast majority of  community hospital EDs today.

Emergency departments today form a critical link in the public health 
and safety networks. The indigent have always relied upon the “ER,” but 
today virtually every patient relies upon the ED. There is a reason most 
of  us surreptitiously donate a third of  our income to care for the unin-
sured and indigent in this nation, but we also serve as the critical back-
stop for patients in Beverly Hills, Bethesda, Beacon Hill, and Buckhead. 
Both missions are truly “God’s work,” so don’t be shy about invoking this 
service when explaining to your kids next year why you won’t be home 
on Christmas.
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The evolution in working conditions has been more ambiguous. Our 
often frustrating struggle to be truly independent practitioners, chron-
icled on these pages for decades, is increasingly submerged under a 
wave of  corporatization, commercialization, and consolidation. It will 
be interesting to see how our colleagues’ attitudes toward EM evolve 
as they too become employees, and how the move to accountable care 
organizations may drive hospitals to hire emergency physicians directly 
rather than rely on multi-state staffing groups. It is not at all clear how 
these new, hospital-centered, oligarchic goliaths — which will dominate 
local health markets — will be able or willing to outsource their EDs to 
large staffing groups as they have in the past. While the precise outcome 
is uncertain, I am confident emergency physicians will increasingly be 
treated (or exploited) just like other specialists by hospitals, and that will 
doubtlessly feel like an improvement in our working conditions. Based on 
my career experiences, a closer alignment of  interests between the hos-
pital, admitting services, and emergency physicians can only be viewed 
as a positive.

We have technologies now that immeasurably improve our diagnostic, 
and to a lesser extent treatment abilities. Troponins, MRIs, helical CT 
scans, etc., were not imaginable when I started practicing emergency 
medicine. And while we got by using a stethoscope, history, and the 
atavistic ritual of  a neurological examination, both we and our patients 
are better off now, despite concerns about cost and radiation exposure. 
Technology has also extended our treatment capabilities, so that nu-
merous residency graduates are taking advantage of  the Critical Care 
Medicine training pathway. It’s hard to walk into any sizable ED these 
days and not appreciate its critical care role. 

This has also expanded our responsibilities dramatically, and I would 
argue dangerously. Neither the quality nor quantity of  our staffing has 
grown commensurately, even in those hospitals that have solved the 
problem of  boarders. The challenge for EM in the future will be how to 
deal with its successes of  the last 30 years. How do we place limits on 
what is expected of  us? Have we really thought through the implica-
tions of  CCM certification, the early adoption of  EMRs that are not 
EM-centric, physician extenders, hospitalists that have displaced primary 
care physicians, public health screening in the ED for things like smok-
ing and domestic violence, the expectation that we do all the ultrasound 
studies at night, etc.? At a time when hospitals are actively looking for 
ways to save on their global cost structure, we won’t have access to our 
traditional escape valve of  admitting patients that are marginally stable, 
questionably diagnosed, or uncertainly disposed. There will be increas-
ing pressure to treat more patients, and more seriously ill patients, 
definitively in the ED. But where is the space, the staff, and the follow up 
going to come from? How many EDs have social workers, respiratory 
techs, etc., on duty full-time? In our desire to ingratiate ourselves with 
hospitals and other specialties, I fear we have made a faustian bargain, 
and it’s time to step back and consider how we slow this train down. We 
must determine and limit the scope of  our practice, just like any other 
specialty.
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This brings me to my final point. Emergency medicine today is a well 
compensated specialty, as it should be considering the nights and week-
ends we work, typically without a differential or comp time and without 
paid holidays. For someone who recalls that his first paycheck would not 
disqualify him for food stamps (known as SNAP today), this is as breath-
taking as it is appreciated. However, emergency physicians must be 
cognizant of  our unique staffing demands: 24 hours a day, 365 days a 
year. Even many intensivists don’t have this commitment, and when they 
do, their patient loads and new admissions are capped by the number of  
ICU beds. It’s rare that an intensivist doesn’t get to sleep at least part of  
the night while on call, and in training centers with fellows, most of  the 
night. 

It’s hubris to think you will be working 30-40 clinical hours a week 
into your 70s, 60s, or maybe even 50s without impacting your health. 
Moreover, we can’t all be directors and limit our hours to nine to five, 
M-F. We may have a chronic shortage of  board-certified emergency 
physicians, but we certainly have no shortage of  board-certified ED di-
rectors, so that career option is increasingly closed. Sleep studies show 
that a third of  medical students can’t time-shift at all, a third time-shift 
somewhat well with planning, and a third time-shift with relative ease. Of  

course those in the former group self-select out of  emergency medi-
cine, while those in the second group approach EM with some trepida-
tion and know that their career length will be limited. The final group, 
arguably at least half  of  our trainees, assume their relative immunity 
to sleep deprivation as medical students will last indefinitely. Let me 
assure you, it will not. We have chosen a noble specialty to practice, but 
no one else will look out for your welfare and your health. Trust me, you 
can get by on far less than you’re earning currently — my generation 
did. Be prepared for the inevitable curtailment in your ability to practice 
this exceedingly interesting but physically and emotionally demanding 
specialty after the age of  50. 

You have been handed a mature, respected, and dynamic specialty 
— one that provides a stimulating career with fair remuneration. But 
as we have drawn even with other specialties, we increasingly find 
ourselves under the gathering clouds shadowing medicine as a whole: 
insurance companies, ACOs, fee splitting, hospital closings, reduced 
primary care availability, etc. Let’s hope that as fully accepted mem-
bers of  the medical profession, we can harness our specialty’s enthu-
siasm and energy to solve these professional challenges, as we have 
tackled those of  the past.  ■
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